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With the development of human genetics the choice of populations to be
studied, or the choice of the groups within such populations, assumesan increasing
importance. Unfortunately, the field ?f studies is as a rule defined in much too
~eneral terms. It might even be said that this aspect of research is frequently
neglected. Blood-group experts are undoubtedly most directly responsible for
this regrettable situation. Since one applies Fisher's formulas on the assumption
that the blood groups are independent of age and sex, there is a tendency to
confine research to any random sample of the population, which is only rarely
representative of its real demographic structure. Even the disputable assumption
that this approach, which is objectionable from the demographic point of view,
will only rarely affect the value of the observations on blood-group frequencies
hardly applies to most other spheres of genetic research.
Unfortunately the students of population genetics tend all too often to adopt
the methods of the blood-group experts. This procedure is questionable not only
from the demographic point of view but from the genetic aspect as well. The
essential feature of the problem-namely, the influence of gene frequencies-is
thus neglected. Whereas the choice of the group to be studied may be of little
importance in the investigation of widely distributed characters such as the ABa
blood groups, for which any individual must possesstwo of the genes concerned,
this is no longer true if the gene in question exists in only a few individuals-in
other words, if its frequency is OJ percent or less.
This is usually the casein medical genetic research, and here the sampling of the
group to be studied assumes major importance. As early as 1911, S. M. Jacobi
showed that the risk involved in consanguineous marriages derives precisely from
the fact that the rarer a recessive gene, the higher will be the chance of encountering the affectedhomozygotes among the off;pring of consanguineous marriages.
Also, the higher the frequency of cousin marriages ill the population, the larger
will be their contribution to the total of affected homozygotes. Under these
conditiollS, the method of sampling employed ill estimating the frequencies of
carriers as well as of genes and gametes within a population assumes paramount
importance.
.
The effect of the frequency of carriers is one of the points that Ius been most
1 Jacob, S. M,. Inbreeding in a Stable Mendelian
['roc. Roy, Sac. London, S.B. 84, 1911, 2.}...!2.
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with special reference to cousin marriage.
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It is a curious fact that the recent progress in consanguinity studies and the
numerous investigations carried out during the past few years on isolates or small
population groups have failed to alter the concept of investigators in this field. It is
illogical to" work on numerically limited populations with the aid of models
constructed by mathematicians visualizing an ,nfmite population in the mathematical sense. More specifically, it should be noted that all the formulas applied to
the study of smaller groups are based on the assumption of panmixis, whereas it is
well known that panmixis cannot occur in human populations, especially if they
are limited in numbers. This constitutes a source of grave contradictions and is
bound

to blur our realistic

vision

of
~ problems

and, facts.

Six arguments may be raised against the strict application of the concept of
panmixis to human populations: (1) differential fertility, resulting in different
family sizesfor different couples: (2) migrations; (3) assortative mating; (4) mutations; (5) preference for consanguineous marriages; and (6) population size. By
far the most important among these factors is differential fertility. We speak of
genetic drift and selection, frequently ignoring the fact that the object of our
observations is controlled by demographic factors that can be interpreted at only
two levels: fertility and mortality.
It might be argued that geneticists are solely concerned with fertility. They
want to determine for any given couple the number of offspring reaching the age
of reproduction. The essence of all the partial hypotheses constituting the idea of
panmixis is most distinctly reflected in the fertility of couples. One might therefore
assume that the measurement of fertility should playa major role in population
genetics. This, however, is far from bein~ the case. This conference, devoted to
the genetics of human populations, otfers a v'velcomeopportunity to discuss the
potential contribution of demography to the accurate measurement of fertility.
The importance of differential fertility in populations may well be demonstrated by a computation of Pearson relating to Denmark. In 1830, 50 percent of the
children in that country had issued from 25 percent of the parents. In the same
trend of fertility, 73 percent of the Danes at the second generation and 97 percent
at the third were the descendants of the early 25 percent. Before World War I,
Davenport, taking account of differential fertility, made the following computation: 1000 Harvard graduates would have only 50 descendants after two centuries,
whereas 1000 Romanian immigrants living in Boston would have multiplied to
100,000. In France we have recently made a computation showing that by the s:\me
mechanism only 12 percent of the Frenchmen living at the moment of the Great
Revolution (1789) were represented by their progeny in the generation living in
1880. Such changes indicate the importance of fertility factors in genetic studies.
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Let us now examine the demographic data. The reproduction
the h~man
species depends on fecundity and fertility. which may be estimated for men,
women, or couples. Few scientistsin the field of genetics took thesepoints seriously
into account in the construction of the models or- in more practical studies. It is
only in the works of Prof. J. B. S. Haldane that this aspect is stressed,particularly
in his studies on the genetic mechanism of evolution. At least his considerations are
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near to those of Lotka/ the father of the measure of fertility in demography.
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The crude birth rate is the ratio of live births per calendar year to the average
population of the same year expressed in thousands. For instance. its value. in 1957,
was 16.4 for the United Kingdom and 49.5 for Ruanda-Urundi in Africa. By the
way. its value in Europe before the wide spread of birth control was between 35
and 40. In underdeveloped areas it is still between 40 and 50.
The crude rate is rarely a useful measure in genetic studies. The durations of the
reproductive period are too diverse. The nuptiality-i.t'., the frequency of marriages-is too variable among populations, and birth control has not been practiced
to the same extent in different groups.
THE

The general fertility rate is the ratio of the live births per year to ,the average
number of women of reproductive age-i.e., between 15 and 49. This rate is
useful only when the age distributions in the populations are very dissimilar. In
practice the result differs very little from the crude birth rate.
THE RATES BY AGE GROUPS
indicate the fertility according to the age reached by

year.
shows that these rates may differ widely, depending
are Malthusian-i.e.,
limit the number of births-or

If we are dealing with a natural population with unlimited fertility. grouping
by age of mothers is sufficient because the age at marriage does not seem to affect
the fertility of women of a given age. If we are dealing with a Malthusian population. the rates by age groups assume great interest. especially if computed by age
of mothers and by their age at marriage.
No ideal technique has been devised as yet for the Malthusian populations.
Yet it is better to take into account the woman's age at marriage than her age at
the birth of a given child. We shall return later to this basic fact.
2 Lotka, A, J., Theo,i, Ana/ytiq'" de<Associations Biol<>giq"'s.lime Partie. Analyse dcmographique
application particuliere a l'espcce humaine, Act. Sc. & Ind. No. 780, 1939.
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GENERAL FERTILITY RATE

Tha rates by age groups
the mother during a given
Demographic experience
on whether the populations
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from the archives-for example. from parish registrations such as utilized by Dr.
Cavalli-Sforza in his stUdy (see p. 34) or from systematic family registrations
known as Koseki or Honseki in Japan. III this lase the fertility rate for the age

group 25-29, for example, may be obtained by dividing the number of births in
this group by ,the number of years lived in wedlock between the 25th and 30th
birthdays for aU the women studied. A rigorous count in "woman-year" units
must be done. This count of "woman-years" is important in the study of historial
problems in genetics.
Having defmed the rates of fertility. we proceed to examine the rates of reproduction. Here we are getting nearer to the aims of genetics, since these rates
concern more directly the mechanism by which one generation replaces another.
'I
CRUDE

RATES

OF REPRODUCTION

From a series of fertility rates established by age or groups of ages, we derive
for a given group of women the mean number of their female offspring that would
be represented in the next generation if there was no mortality. This rate can be
established for any age group. We can also determine the crude rate of reproduction of an actual generation by computing the average number of daughters
born alive to women surviving at 50. This rate is also better for the non-Malthusian populations than for the Malthusian. Again, to get more accurate results, it is
necessaryto take the duration of marriage into account. In Malthusian populations,
obviously, fertility tends to become zero when the family reaches the desired size.
Here fertility is more hlghly correlated with the duration of marriage than with,
the age of the wife.
The geneticist's orientation tends to be dynamic an,d therefore longitudinaL
He wants to know what happens from one.generation to the next. In recent years
the demographic analysis of fertility based on the considerations just outlined has
made much progJ;'ess.The population geneticist is therefore able to choose with
more assurance the population to be studied. This method is referred to as "analysis
by cohorts" by the American school (P. K. Whelpton3). whereas the French
(L. Henry') speak of "analysis by promotions."
A <.:Ohortor promotion comprises all women born during a 12-month period.
To estimate the fertility or mortality, one assumes that these women are all born'
at the same moment on January 1 of the year.
This method has resulted in the construction of fertility tables which are
extremely useful for the estimation of fertility in a human population. As pointed
out already, it is advisable to select the cohort to be studied by age at marriage
J Whdpton. P. K., Cohort Fertility, N~tive White Women in the United State1. Princeton Univ, Prm,
XXV, 1954.
. Henry, L.. Ficonditi cks m"ria.~ts. Nouvelle methode de mesure. Paris, I.N.E.D., P.U.F., 1953.
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rather than by year ofbirth.sudl!a,
fertility tableshdws; for each cohort, the
cumulative birth rate and the rate for each birth rank according to age of mothers
for all women surviving at each age from 16 to 47. For example, the 1900cohort,
at age 20-the women surviving on January I, 1920-had had 244 births per
thousand. (The material is the white woman of the United States.) At 20, the rate
for the first-born is 184, for the second 48, for the third 10, for the fourth 2. In
1940, among those surviving at 40of the 1900 cohort, there are 2537 cumulative
births per 1000; 771 for the first child, 602 for the second, 406 for the third, and so
on. Certainly if genetic surveys were limited in time to a cohort such as this one,
a very dynamic impulse would be given to the studies.
To complete the picture, the work of demographers concerning the probability offamily growth should be cited.5 It appears that this new'field of research,
which has proved of great importance, may easily be integrated with the models
., of population genetics. For all the reasons indicated, the estimation of gene frequencies and of other statistics in human populations encounters numerous difficulties so long as the demographic structure or the reproductive characteristics of
the populations are not taken into account.
IV
A rapid examination of these different rates shows that the "crude birth rate"
and the" general rate of fertility" have not much bearing on th~ dynamic aspects
of genetic research. The "rates by age groups" are of greater interest. It is conceivable to study two sections of a given population on the basis of demographic
data. Thus, when studying first the50-t0-60-year age.group and next the 20-to30-year age group, one may define within the second group a fraction who are
descendants of the first, since in certain countries demographic statistics may
prov~de series of individuals classified according to the age of the mother at their
births. This constitutes the only proper use of age grouping in kinetic research.
If age groups are used without such preliminary delimitations, various demographic factors may interfere with the correct estimation' of gene frequencies. Thus
bache1orsand sterile couples, whose number is often far from negligible, constitute
a "dead weight" which may mar the value of such estimates.
In 1954 Bentley Glass6suggested that blood-group research should no longer
be carried out at random but according to a'ge groups. Still, the aim of this procedure must be constantly borne in mind, since without attention to demographic
factors the data cannot be dynamically correlated. The age group of20 to 25 years
will reflect the gene frequency at a given moment. A corresponding study carried
out 15 or 20 years later on the same age group will give a new seriesof data which

, Ibid.
6 Glass, B., ~n~tic chang~s in human populations,
Adv. Cdn., 6, 1954, 95-139.
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static. Of course the findings may"bc of intrinsIc interest, but if the differential
fertility is disregarded, the dynamic aspect of the problem is ignored. The demographic mc:chanism of the phenomenon cannot be grasped and hence many
interesting genetic aspects are missed.
An examination of the "rates of reproduction" is even more instructive for the
. geneticist. Working as described at the age-group level and using demographic
statisticsinvolve'a laborious effort to construct cohorts of some sort which may be
found all ready in "the rate of reproduction." By using the method of cohorts one
concentrates on the sector of the population that is of genetic interest. Starting
with a group of women well defmed in the age pyramid, one may follow their
descendantsthrough one or more generations, if necessary, and arrive at a dynamic
interpretation of the data.
One may also start out simultaneopsly with a number of cohorts and then
carry out the same research on a group of more recent cohorts, defming the contribution of the first series to the second. In this way a degree of accuracy is
achieved which would not have been possible with the method of age groups even
under the best conditions.
It may be claimed that in a large modern population it is difficult to use cohorts.
This is true. It is much easier to apply this method in smaller countries. It is certainly impossible to utilize it for the large total populations of the United States or
France, but it is perfectly well applicable to the Scandinavian countries, such as
Sweden or Denmark. In Israel it should present no difficulties.The same applies to
the officialregistration of census of hereditary. traits (syndromes) in a given population. It is impossible to envisage an efficient census of genetic diseases in the
United States or Great Britain, but a correct census of hemophiliacs and achondroplasticsin Denmark and of hemophiliacs in Sweden has been achieved.
The use of cohorts raises another interesting problem-namely, the evaluation
of data of the Official Registrar in genetic studies. The United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effectsof Atomic Radiation convened an international seminar
for the study of this problem at Geneva (September 5-9,1960) under the auspices
of O.M.S.' The participants unanimously voiced a plea for a change in the official
registration systems, introducing a longitudinal orientation which would permit
the utilization of the data in genetic research. On that occasion we stressed the need
ior the application of the cohort method. Hitherto, however, only a single country,
Canada, has invested enormous efforts for several years in order to facilitate the
;ongitudinailise of demographic data. An experiment in this direction extending
')\'er an entire province of Canada is at present being carried out by the promoter
.)ithisplan (Newcombe). With the system of demographic registration envisaged

. S'",inar on Us~ of Vital and H~alth Statistics for G~n~tic and Radiation Sludi~s, a.N.V.
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Although the study by cohorts is by far the most attractive and satisfactory
method, it should be realized that genealogies will still provide the safest basis for
genetic stUdies, Special interest may be derived from working on a population
whose genealogy has been established in advance, First, the transmission of a
character frorn one generation to the next, its dominance, recessivity, penetrance,
and expressivity may be studied by direct inspection of pedigrees, Moreover, any
fertility differential due to this character will emerge from longitudinal analysis
between generations, age groups, or by the cohort method, Cohorts or, more
simply, families may be followed over a period of time while the demographic and
genetic evolution of the population is simultaneously investigated. In certain cases
it may even be of interest, when using the cohort method, to concentrate on
women only in order to study the evolution of a certain characteristic during
successive generations, Such a systematic investigation can also be carried out on
only a single group comprising three or four living generations.
Hitherto the genealogical method was applicable only to populations of a
limited size, The recent progress in mechanical registration and computer technique
allows us to envisag(' its application to the kinetics of much larger populations.
Basically the static aspect of genetics is of little interest to any of us. rt is certainly
important to know at a given moment the distribution of a certain characteristic
within the population. Such data obviously enable valid comparisons to be made
between one population and another. Our main preoccupation, however, lies
elsewhere. We may aim to investigate the establishment of a common charac-
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teristic in a population in order to assess whether its concentration is due to high
mutation rate. We must avoid at all costs the "dilution" of the material that is of
genetic interest. Weare interested, metaphorically speaking, in the events inside
a piece of sugar, in obse~ing the behavior of its molecules over the longest period
possible. How can this be done if we drop and lose it in a glass of water! Weare
all preoccupied with Darwinian or pre-Darwinian hypotheses: How can the effect
of selection or genetic drift be evaluated if we have only one generation or one
group of measurements at our disposal?
The advantages of the genealogical method may be illustrated by an example
of its application in the field of anthropology. The Eskimos constituting the Angmagssalik isolate on the east coast of Greenland (about 850 persons) were all
measured by Gessain in 1934 and by Skcller in 1950, The anthropometric characteristics of the face aypeared to have undergone changes during the intervening
period, The classical anthropologists spoke of a "meristic variation"-the
disappearance of the seal diminished the need for mastication and trus resulted in the
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grou p8
shows, however, that the fertility differential was s~~f{"'th;ttlictwo populations
",a mined were bound to differ in many respects. Thus, one man who had been
married thr~e times was responsible for the fact that over a hundred persons in the

i isolateof 1950 were first cousins, connected to him as a common

ancestor. This
[act by itself may give rise to pronounced genetic drift.
Much more might be said about the common interests of population genetics
and demography. Yet one of the most important points is still the application of
proper sampling technigues in a demographic environment when carrying out
genetic research at the population leve1.9The application of the mathematical
theory of sampling to the fic!d of demography is still in its infancy, owing to the
very complex overlapping of generations. Additional difficulties arise from the
differencesin family size dependent in part on differencesin the age of the couples.
It may be expected, however, th~ in the future population genetics will
proceed to sampling the cohorts and their descendants. No doubt the groups
which are the object of genetic study will change their aspect during the years to
come. For all the reasons presented here research will be concentrated increasingly
at the demographic level, which is its appropriate sphere. Blood-group studies, for
example, probably may be confined to a single sex once the ground has been
prepared by the cohort method. Similarly the fate of the carriers of rare mutationS
may be followed up within different cohorts.
An all-out effort is required in order to integrate without delay the technigues
of demography with those of population genetics. We are all aware that the
progress of our young science requires the establishment of frequencies w~th a
minimum of error. The frequencies of mutations, malformations, genes, and
gametes will have to be determined as accurately as possible. The method outlined
LSthe only possible approach to this aim.
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NUL: Thank you, Dr. Sutter. Dr. Roberts wishes to support your plea for
closer cooperation between geneticists and demographers.
ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, Ijust want to comment on a few points arising from
Dr. Sutter's remarks but, before doing so, may I remark, by way of an aside, that
I am a little perturbed at the various uses of the word "isolate" that are being
employed this morning. It seems that we arc applying the same term in a number
of different situations. and I hope that confusion may be avoided by agreement on
restriction of usage.
The first point of Dr. Sutter's that I want to take up is his remark that the net
rcyroduction rate based on the offspring offemales may constitute a useful measure
!';utter, J., and Tabah, L., Methode mecanographique
pour etablir la genealogie d'une population.
'.,rlication a I'etude des esquirnaux pohires, PoPlilation, 11,1956,507-530.
1 l'remt, R., L'Analyse dlmographiqlle. Mlthodes-Resultat£-Applicalioru,
I.N.E.D., P.U.F., XII, 1961.
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in demographic work'; Indeed it is,,,b,tft,in;tha~;t9" '.. .';tiffiberof predictib~l6fW;;!:
future population growth were made on the app:itenHy biological basis of the
net reproduction rate calculated for females. Comparison of the predictions with
the subsequent growth of these populations has shown that the net reproduction
rate based on males exerts a far greater influence on population growth than was
thought in the 1930's. For this reason, I would like to draw your attention to',
another useful biological parameter that has been developed over the past few
years-namely, the probability of increase of family size.
Next, I want to stress the importance of closer contact between scientists
working on population numbers from the census point of view and those who are
applying them in genetic studies. All too frequently we find that data on particular
populations in whose genetics we are interested are just not available, largely
because the census people have been interested primarily in data for administrative
afd not for biological purposes. I understand that in Israel all persons who are born
here are classified together without further specifications. whereas I should hope
that it may be possible to obtain more informative data detailed by parentage.
Finally, I want to emphasize the importance of this contribution from Dr.
Sutter on the Eskimo group. For several years now there has been considerable
argument as to whether drift occurs in human populations. A number of us have
, been looking at the demographic material in order to calculate whether the demographic structure of populations could lead to appreciable drift. Drift occurs
primarily, as you know, by the random sampling effects involved in the reproductive process. Another extremely important instance in which it occurs, to
which Sewall Wright drew attention long ago, is the population "bottleneck,"
or the period of extreme dwindling in population size. Now, Dr. Sutter's analysis
presented this morning shows for the first time that such bottlenecks do occur
in small human populations not as a result of tragedies and catastrophes-drownings, epidemics, aIJ,dso forth-but normally, as resu~tof differential fertility.
NEiL: Before you sit down, a number of members of the audience request
that you give your definition of an isolate.
ROBERTS:When this august gathering has failed to reach agreement, Mr. .
Chairman, I hesitate. rLaughter.lI suggest that we consider restricting the isolate
concept to those breeding entities within a culturally homogeneous population
which by their existence promote genetic heterogeneity among one another and
homogeneity within themselves. They thus may give rise to otherwise inexplicable local genotype frequency variations within a population.
~
Such a definition would distinguish them (a) from those small isolated populations in which the breeding unit embraces the population as a whole-e,g., the
Pitcairn Islanders; and (b) from the relatively large segments, distinct socially'
or in other ways, of a geographic population-e.g., castes, within which isolates (
as defined exist. In both of these, gene frequency variation is not inexplicable.
NEEL: Thank you, Dr. Roberts. Our next spaeker this morning is Pro£
Tanaka from Japan.
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